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Why?
ó For those of you know me, I normally talk about 

technical topics but this time I want to talk about a 
problem in our industry which is going to impact all of 
us in Geospatial industry.



Employment prospects in the  
Geospatial industry

ó GITA claims “The geospatial market is growing at  an 
annual rate of 35%”

ó Michael Gould , Director of ESRI education  for 
industry solutions in a recent article  mentions that 
there are perhaps 2000 open positions currently just in 
the Washington DC.  Colorado and California regions



Employment prospects in the  
Geospatial industry
ó In March 2010, US Dept. of Labor Employment and 

training administration tagged Geospatial 
Technologies as a High growth industry

ó They predict this technology will experience growth of 
over 330,000 geospatial professionals between 2008-
2018   



Employment estimates



Employment prospects in the 
Geospatial Industry
ó ETA estimates that job growth is increasing at roughly 

same rate as entry of new geospatial professionals.



My opinion
ó I cannot match DOL’s resources but my opinion is that 

ETA is underestimating both the numbers for growth 
and new professionals entering  this field

ó Also the numbers are based on entire USA.  The 
situation changes from area to area. So while Houston 
may have shortage of students entering GIS programs 
but has enough teachers, Las Vegas has more students 
entering the GIS programs but not enough teachers. 



My opinion cont’d
óWhile industry and Associations are predicting job 

growth, very few of them are  showing  any concerns 
about the upcoming shortage. If any concerns are 
shown , they are for a short while  and  forgotten very 
soon.

ó Unless something is done soon, we will see the 
shortage coming up soon in specific areas and 
Houston is one of them.



My resources

ó I have been in this industry since 1982 when GPS was 
just getting started in the commercial sector. 

ó So I have seen this technology grow from its humble 
beginnings and grow into major sector of economy.



My resources cont’d

ó Over the years I have visited clients all over the world, conducted 
workshops and met educators, users, vendors and general public.

ó I have volunteered enormous time to promote GIS technology to 
educators, general public and students.

ó I have been and continue to be on several colleges GIS 
Curriculum Committees

ó I have also served on education outreach committees of several 
GIS related associations.   



My resources cont’d
ó As a employer we have hired about 25 GIS interns in the 

past few years from almost all local schools including

ó Texas A and M University
ó Sam  Houston  State
ó Stephen F Austin
ó South Texas
ó Texas  Southern
ó Lone  Star College
ó College of the Mainland
ó HCC
ó San Jacinto college



My resources cont’d
ó The interns hired range from those who have got their 

degree , to those who have just enrolled in the GIS 
programs  and everything in between.

ó This has given us a overall idea of the status of GIS 
programs  (their strengths and weaknesses) in the 
individual colleges and universities 



Disclaimer
ó I want to make sure what I say in next few slides is not 

pointing to any specific individual , Company, Vendor, 
Association but rather share with you my experiences 
in dealing with the issue facing our industry.



What are the issues?
ó One of the major challenges has been and continues to be 

difficulty in explaining the general public about the value of GIS.

ó I agree with the statement published by ETA:
“The public is not aware of the necessary skills sets and competences needed to 
prepare for diverse career opportunities available within the geospatial 
technologies.”

ó Lack of career Opportunities for currently enrolled GIS students 
and new graduate students.

ó Lack of enough interest from user, and vendor communities and 
Associations



Stakeholders
ó I believe the following 4 entities are involved( or 

should be involved) in promoting GIS technologies 

ó Educators
ó Industry
ó Users
ó Non profit/ Industry associations



Status -educators

ó Time and again its proven that a lot depends on the 
individual educators and administrators in the colleges 
for the survival of the program . There is no doubt that 
the successful programs are the ones where we have 
dedicated educators  and administrators. 



Status -educators cont’d
ó GIS- DAY 
ó I have assisted in several GIS day activities in schools around 

the country  but the majority of them are going for quantity 
and not for quality.

ó Its great to have 400 students attending the activities but  in 
actual practice only few students and teachers are interested 
to learn about this technology.

ó Interesting comment:
ó This has become a great “DAY OFF” activity with FREE 

MEAL” 



Status -educators cont’d
ó In Houston area
ó HCC has dropped most of its GIS programs
ó College of Mainland has closed GIS programs
ó San Jacinto college  has also closed the program
ó Lone Star College is the only college offering the full 

range of GIS programs
ó Sam Houston State and Texas Southern University are 

introducing Masters program involving GIS



Status -educators cont’d
óWhere will Sam Houston State and Texas Southern 

University get students from? There are very few 
students in the pipeline in community colleges and 
schools.



Status –vendors and industry
ó Very little participation

ó Most of the employers are not hiring any fresh graduates  
or currently enrolled students. They always want 
experienced candidates 

ó Big Companies give $20,000 grant to a school and feel 
great about it. Problem is that when the students go to 
get a job with this Company, they are told that they don’t 
have any experience. 

ó So where are these graduates going to get experience 
from?



Status-vendors and industry cont’d

ó Once the students get turned off couple of times they 
tell others and end result is that the GIS profession 
employment potential gets a bad report.



Status -Associations
ó On paper they are all excited about  educational 

programs  but when the call for action comes they 
back out by offering interesting  reasons such as 

ó No money now 

ó Board has to decide

ó Its  too quick to meet and decide (about a 
grant/scholarship) 



Status -Associations cont’d
ó Due to current economic slow down we are 

concentrating on issues which brings in income.

ó Chairman of the committee is tied up and  we cannot 
meet and decide

ó During their National conferences students are not 
very welcome as “VENDORS DON’T LIKE THE  
STUDENTS IN THEIR BOOTHS-THEY WANT REAL 
BUYERS 



Status -Associations cont’d

We need to offer programs and courses for existing 
members (who are paying members)   and not  for 
students ( non paying or low paying members)  

ó Education outreach is the most disposable agenda item 
in their planning meetings. Most of the time this topic 
gets no discussion time due to “lack of time” , “More 
important items to discuss” ,” lack of interest expressed 
by most of the members”



Suggested solutions cont’d
ó No one entity can do everything

ó All 4 entities need to work together to address the 
issues

ó Geospatial vendors include hardware, software , 
remote sensing  and service providers  and all of them 
need to coordinate efforts. One major vendor or 
segment will not be enough.



Suggested solutions cont’d

ó All of the one listed in the previous slides have put and 
are putting in efforts to change this situation but the 
efforts are half hearted and not producing any 
promising results  in my opinion  as there are no 
coordinated plans



Suggested solutions cont’d

ó Educators and administrators have to show more 
commitment 
ó Industry has to assist the schools by offering grants, 

scholarships, mentors,  guest  speakers
ó Industry needs to hire fresh graduates and currently 

enrolled students
ó Offer flex hours to continue school
ó Give them some income 
ó Encourage them to continue further education



Suggested solutions cont’d
ó Coordinated plans to attend career fairs, and other 

appropriate events to promote GIS
ó Improve GIS day activities. Quality over quantity
ó Assist educators/colleges to  implement GIS programs
ó All great teachers are not necessarily great in PR work. 

Industry and Associations need to help them.
ó Educators and employers need to communicate 

regularly to ensure that the graduates coming out have 
the necessary job skills



Suggested solutions cont’d
ó Current enrollment at junior colleges
ó Average age is about 30 (my opinion)
ó People  changing career
ó People looking for second jobs
ó WHAT IS LACKING IS VERY FEW HIGH SCHOOL 

GRADUATES ARE ENTERING THE PROGRAM
ó This is where we have to focus the efforts
ó CATCH THEM WHILE THEY ARE YOUNG



Suggested solutions cont’d
ó Offering scholarships to Bachelors or Masters level 

students is not encouraging any new high school or 
junior college students to go with GIS programs

ó Regular communication between schools, junior 
colleges and universities educators should exist to 
promote each others programs.



Suggested solutions cont’d
ó ASSOCIATIONS

ó Take the challenge

ó Recruit people who  are sincere in delivering results and 
not  just create a title for their resumes

ó Cater to programs which are related to new and upcoming 
graduates and not always for existing members

ó Allow students to visit the conference/exhibits



Closing Comments
ó What I have proposed is some ideas to get us started

ó With the existing economic slowdown , we have been given  
breathing time as lot of people have postponed their 
retirements

ó But this is  a temporary reprieve -problem has not gone 
away

ó So join me in changing “ATTITUDES ABOUT LATITUDES”



Questions?



Contact information

ó Ashok Wadwani
ó Applied Field Data Systems Inc.
ó 281 579 0492
ó afdsaw@aol.com
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